
Pioneer DJ DDJ-REV1 2-
Channel DJ Controller, Black

251089

The DDJ-REV1 matches perfectly with the free Serato DJ
Lite software, boasting a brand-new battle-style layout
that’s easy to use and perfect for playing like a pro. The
design of this 2-channel DJ controller emulates a
professional DJM-S mixer + PLX turntable setup,
including specialized features for open-format and
scratch DJs.

Brand-new design
Get hands-on with an interface designed to emulate 2 x PLX turntables and a DJM-S series mixer – the kind of setup
used by pro battle DJs.

Battle-style setup
The long tempo sliders run horizontally above the decks, while the Performance Pads are found in the mixer section so
you can intuitively combine effects, trigger samples, and scratch your tracks.

Bigger jog wheels
The bigger the jog wheels, the better for scratching. The jogs on the DDJ-REV1 are the same size as the ones on the
DDJ-SR2, a popular controller that’s higher up in the Pioneer DJ range.

Tracking scratch
The Tracking Scratch feature silently takes the music back to the cue point the moment you move the jog wheel from
backward to forward or lift your hand away – making it easy to start having fun with scratching.

Mixed mic audio
The output of the master audio is mixed with the sound from the Mic so you don’t need a separate soundcard if you
want to add vocals to your performance and route it through your computer. This means you can stream directly from
Serato DJ Lite.

Serato DJ Lite integration
Download Serato DJ Lite to your PC/ Mac for free, then simply connect the DDJ-REV1 via the supplied USB cable and
start DJing. You can also pay to upgrade to Serato DJ Pro if you like.
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Specs

Product Attributes

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 13.3

Product width: 58.6

Product length: 32.5

Product weight: 2.1

Packsize height: 28.3

Packsize width: 60

Packsize length: 34.9

EAN: 4573201242440

Manufacturer number: DDJ-REV1/SXJ

Product weight: 2.1 kilograms

Pieces per master carton: 2 Piece
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